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MINISTRY OF INFRASTRUCTURE, COMMUNICATION 

UTILITIES, HOUSING & TOURISM 
PROCUREMENT #2021/MICUHT/AP/BPFT/1-1.0 

 

RESPONSES TO QUERRY #2 

 

A. PRELIMINARIES 
   

1) Will we be required to erect hoarding between site and passengers on the east and south 
side?  We assume we will be able to use Existing Fencing. 
There will be no need to construct another physical barrier/fence since contractors will 
be allowed to use the existing fence which will demarcate the construction zone.  There 
will also be a buffer zone of 10 to 15 ft. between the construction zone and an additional 
fence installed to secure the port operations.  However, contractors should install a 
visual (opaque) barrier along the eastern and southern fence lines to obscure the view 
of the construction activity.   This should be priced under the “Enclosure of Site and 
General Protection – Hoarding” Section in the Preliminaries.   

  
2) We have expected an item would be included for the two no. Bonds 

As reported at the site meeting, the project team is reviewing the bond requirements, 
and will include or exclude as necessary in the Addendum. 

  
3) There is no line item for communications. 

This is not itemized separately; Bidders are expected to include pricing for this item in 
the “Temporary Buildings for Use by the Contractor” Section in the Preliminaries.   

 
B. SUB-STRUCTURE 
 

1) If Cistern base is below the Water table, how do we compact, blind, form and rebar.  
Possibility of seepage into wall forms.  Could we possibly reduce the depth of the 
Cisterns? 
Bidders should price to maintain the 10 ft. heights of the cisterns as indicated on the 
plans.  During the earthworks, any decision to reduce the depth of the cisterns will be 
made at that time, which may result in potential savings to the project.   

  
2) Where are we to place the plastic sheeting, final level of compaction? 

Yes, the damp proof membrane is to be placed after the final level of compaction before 
the rebar is placed. 

  
3) Bill 3/11 – Steel Item 4 – Install quantity = 29 tons, Supply quantity = 27.25 tons 

The correct supply figure will be issued in the Addendum 
  
4) Where is formwork to Cisterns Beams included in the BoQ? 

This is included in Bill 4/12 Section #5. 
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5) We can we find provision for finishing the flat roofs?  Current drawings indicate a flat roof 

with no waterproofing. 
This is included in Bill 7/15 Section B. 

  
C. SANITARY WARE 
 

1) Why do fixtures specification in the bathroom details differ from the legend on Drawing A-
019?  I.E. toilet in Legend is “Madera” but in details its “Toto CT 705EN”, could you please 
confirm which specification takes precedence? 
This correct speciation will be provided in the Addendum.  The specifications and the 
legends will be synchronized.   

  
2) BoQ does not include ADA safety rails and grab bars. 

This will be provided in the Addendum.   
  
3) Restroom 105 has a shower – not specified or included in the BoQ. 

This will be provided in the Addendum.   

 
D. DOOR HARDWARE 

  

1) The following items appear in the BoQ, but are not specified, are we to select ourselves or 
will a specification be provided?   
a) Door Closures 
b) Doro Kick Plates 
c) Door Push Plates 
This will be provided in the Addendum.   

  
2) The Drawings do not include a door hardware schedule.  There are two (2) locksets specified 

but no quantities of each.  Or do we select between the two and use the same lockset on 
each door? 
A door hardware schedule will be provided and specifications of the locks will be 
included in the Addendum.   

 
 

Attachments: None  

 

_____________________________ 

Chairman Procurement Committee  
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